Talents
for
successful business

With a diverse pool of talented, dynamic and creative specialists, Citigo Pte Ltd has
been providing excellent dedicated Java developers to many clients in the
US, Australia, Japan, Canada. We provide cost-effective HR solutions at up to 70% cost saving compared to traditional
on-site technical staffing.

Citigo Dedicated Developer Program will give you following benefits:
Proactiveness: you drive the project with your own agenda: creating tasks, setting priority,
changing assignment, etc.
Visibility: you communicate with your offshore team via Assembla, a web-based project management tool with great notification capability
Focus: your dedicated developers are guaranteed to work solely on your project
Lower learning curve: over the time, your developers accumulate more tacit knowledge and
understanding of the system / business domain. It will significantly reduce knowledge transfer
cost when your offshore team expands.

Experience
Senior J2EE Developers (with 5+ years experience)
J2EE Developers (2-4 years experience)

Skill set
Design patterns: GoF
J2EE technologies: J2EE 1.5, Apache Struts, Apache Tiles, SiteMesh, JSF, Spring 2.5 + 3,
Hibernate, EJB 3.0, JPA, JSTL
Application servers: IBM Websphere, Oracle Weblogic, Apache Tomcat
Messaging: ActiveMQ, Jboss Messaging
Client side: Dojo, ICEfaces, RichFaces, jQuery, JSON
Desktop: Swing, SWT, JFaces
SOA platforms: Oracle SOA Suites 11g, Apache ServiceMix, Open ESB

Work scope
Java system consulting, analysis and design
Java Desktop and Web Application Development; Portal, CMS, B2C, B2B system
Dynamic web development which makes use of web services for deploying and integrating
SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) applications
Java Architecture and design evaluation
Java Software Product Development
Java software development based on open-source
Migration of applications from Java
Management upgrades and technical supports for existing customers and packaged
information
Database management

Case study
Having been operating for 10 years in providing financial services, a leading specialist analysis firm in Australia is well-known for offering the best Financial Transaction Analysis
Services, data mining and consulting services and software solutions.

Background
Having a market-leading methodology in Financial Transaction Analysis that combines sophisticated data mining techniques and auditing expertise in order to benefit customers’ business, the
solutions of the firm in study are now serving many global clients performing in: retail, financial
services, manufacture, mining, telecommunications, energy, and government.

Challenges
The rebate and deal management is poorly controlled or left blur in many different ways and many
retailers and distributors have up to 5% of their debate and deal revenue under-claimed or missed.
Identification, monitor, and recovery of all the vague transactions require in-depth analysis and
specialized expertise.
The huge application confronted with the system complexity (colossal enterprise architecture, a
large number of components, third-party libraries and open source technologies) and business
flows overlap takes much effort at the early stage of the project; while the giant amount of backend data from database system and data warehouse is a crucial challenge in both analysis and
development phase.
The challenges require precious experience on in software industry, outstanding highly technical
skills, and proactive and tight collaboration between the development team and client side to help
tackling the venture effectively and efficiently.

Solution
The Rebate and Deal Management Solution (Retailers) will help distributors and retailers to ensure
the deals and rebates are fully implemented based on the initial agreement. This web-based solution provides the complete workflow for the rebate and deal life cycle in order to increase the
rebate and deal revenue with the functionalities:
Automated Claiming
Online Access
Business Reporting: Improve and design reporting-related functionalities for PFG files as output
based on Jasper Report tool.
Account payable and merchandise system integration
Centralized repository
Admin-related modules for effectively application ‘s resources administration by both Solution
Provider and Retailer sides
Secure 24/7 web based access

Ongoing process
Amendment, Support and Maintenance are critical for the whole system to run effectively and for
future improvements. The project scope consists of:
Making necessary changes to existing functionality to tailor them to the new requirements
from the product manager
Fixing bugs inherent from the current source build
Contributing ideas to advance the existent business workflows under the product manager‘s
approval

What Citigo offers
Modern hardware and IT infrastructure
Effective collaboration with Assemble – a web-based project management
Full copyright reserve: Source Code Authorization, IP Protection, Confidentiality Non-Disclosure
Agreement
Frequent reporting
Phone/Email/Live support
Project manager’s supervision and support
More information: http://softwareoutsourcing.biz/dedicated-developer/java-developer.html
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